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Supporting your Puppy in Lockdown.

Getting your puppy used to lots of environments, people, noises and experiences is vital for their development
into calm and happy dogs.

In these unprecedented times a lot of this will be difficult to achieve, but not impossible! I have listed some tips
and ideas to help build your puppy’s confidence.

Keep these training sessions short and repeat at random times, always rewarding a calm response, so your
puppy has a positive feeling with each experience, you can use part of your puppy’s daily food allowance for
treats.

If your puppy shows any fear or over excitement, try smaller steps.

Meeting people.

As this is impossible at the moment, you could consider allowing your puppy to watch out of the window, front
door, on the drive, watching people go by.Smaller steps: Watch from window first.

Family members or yourself can dress up in different clothes: wearing a hat, bulky clothes or boots, sunglasses,
using a walking stick, different gaits – shuffling, skipping.

Smaller steps: show clothing items before wearing and allow puppy to investigate them.

Carry different things: Umbrella, boxes, back pack, shopping bags.

: Keep items at a distance and let puppy investigate in own time.Smaller steps
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Body handling.

This can help your puppy prepare for vet or groomer visits.

Check/handle/look at ears, eyes, paws, feeling tummy, lifting tail, mouth and teeth, gentle restraint. This
should be done daily as a mini health check. 

Smaller steps: just touch each an area lightly and briefly, give a treat and stop.

Introduce equipment-lead, collar, coat, nail clippers, shaver noise, toothbrush.

 Smaller steps: just allow puppy to investigate items at own pace and very slowly introduce with you holding
and placing near relevant parts of body.

Washing/bathing, towel drying without playing, hair dryer. Always be aware of heat produced from hair dryer.
Allow sniffing of any shampoo products.

Smaller steps: 

just a bowl of slightly warm water and small amount of sponging. Hairdryer from distance first, so they get
comfortable with the noise.

Do not attempt to use nail clippers or any form of clipper/shaver unless you have experience or knowledge of
using these on dogs.

Cover a higher surface-table or kitchen side with something suitable and support puppy to be comfortable
with being lifted up on a height and standing still and calm.

Smaller steps: just pick up near area and then put back down.
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Travelling.

Although this is not really possible at the moment, get your puppy used being in the car, the restraints, engine
noise and if possible drive a very short distance, if even reversing on and off drive.

Smaller steps: calm and relaxed just to be in the car.

Places.

On your daily exercise allowance take your puppy with you, either carrying or if possible to get an old
pushchair or pram, just make sure they are secured, if not fully vaccinated. Take as many different routes as you
can for them to see different environments, smells, vehicles and even other people, dogs or animals from a
distance.
Smaller steps: short distances and time, keep distance from anything that causes any sign of fear or
excitement, move closer over time. Praise/treat calm behaviour.

At home you can move furniture about when they are not present, add boxes, buckets and large items, so they
become comfortable with a changing environment. Do not disturb their crate, bed or usual rest area.

Smaller steps; just introduce one item at a time and allow puppy to be able to avoid item and just view from a
distance and then approach and investigate at their own pace.
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Sounds.

Now is an excellent time to get your puppy comfortable with lots of different noises that may occur in their
lives, using an alexa or on the internet you can find tracks of fireworks, thunder, traffic, children playing, and
construction equipment.

Play the sounds at a very low, barely audible volume and treat your dog when they have no or a calm reaction,
slowly increase the volume over time as they become accustomed.

Smaller steps: if your puppy is not happy at first, try an even lower volume that you may not be able to hear
and just for a short time and repeat on a regular basis.

Surfaces/objects.

Raise your puppy’s confidence by making tunnels from boxes or blankets over items of furniture, lay different
materials on the floor: cardboard, bubble wrap, newspaper. You could make small wobble boards with some
board and rolling pin, air mattress.

Introduce bicycles, roller skates, footballs, even in the house and encourage calm behaviour so they are not
inclined to chase when back in the world.

Food puzzle toys will make feeding more interesting for them and tire them a bit mentally; there are ideas on
my facebook page of items you can make with household items.

 
Smaller steps: if you puppy shows any sign of anxiety stop immediately and redirect to something they enjoy
and you can reintroduce items another time and maybe from a further distance.

Resource guarding

With toys, pick up the item, offer a treat and then give the toy to them.

Now is a good time to work on this especially with lots of people at home with the puppy. When your puppy is
eating approach, offer a high value treat and walk away, this will teach your puppy to trust and that you are not
trying to take their food and it is positive when you approach them.

Smaller steps: never taunt or tease with toys and always progress at puppy’s pace, if it does not work one time,
try again and they will learn to trust you.
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Alone time.
This more than ever is the most important for your puppy. Getting used to being left when you go back to work
or school. To alleviate any separation anxiety and possible reflected behaviour, your puppy needs to get used
being on their own.

At times during the day act as if you are going out, keys, shoes ,coat and leave the house for a short walk
without them or to work in the garden or even just using the bathroom.

just leave the room and return, offering calm praise on your return.Smaller steps: 

Body language.

This is a good time to look up information on the internet relating to dog body language, dogs communicate a
lot to each other and us, their feelings and emotions just using their body stance, tail and ear positions.

It can help you become more confident when out walking and to have an understanding of not only your own 
dog’s ‘message’, but others that you will both encounter. 

 

Keep a diary to help you chart successes and improvements,there maybe be small steps at first,
but keep at it! 
After all of this I can visit to support you and your puppy on any areas you would like support or
to improve.
Even when your puppy seems confident, revisit the tasks so they are secure in their knowledge.

Clare – politepoochesessex.com – 07979 44 88 49.


